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Film production role 1 Writer

Criterion A Portfolio pages (4) Mark 4/4

Comments

The filmmaker intentions are clearly stated in these pages - the candidate aims to explore 
screenwriting. The candidate has written pages that are compelling and finessed, and the 
approach to writing is mature. The candidate is able to explore the role of writer from a truly 
personal and reflective space that not only highlights process, thought, and action, but also 
takes the time to evaluate what the experience was like and how the experience influenced 
their approach to the role. They are able to view their own process and work with an 
objectivity that is mature. The pages contain exceptionally well-balanced written and visual 
evidence in support of creative exploration of the production skills. The work evidences the 
following command term in the portfolio pages: Evaluate. 

Criterion B Film reel (4) Mark 3/4

Comments

The submitted short is a good attempt at the writing role in terms of the dialogue is 
appropriate to the type of film created. The film is a voice-over narration and thus the writing 
limits the film to being only observational with a stream of consciousness exploring the 
idea of relationships. The film itself has moments of visual narrative that support stronger 
elements in the writing.

Film production role 2 Cinematographer  

Criterion A Portfolio pages (4) Mark 4/4

Comments

Filmmaker intentions are clearly stated in these pages. The candidate has taken a reflective 
approach to the pages that evidences the ability to evaluate the process taken and the 
outcome achieved. The visuals support clear understanding of the chosen role and are well-
observed and annotated to show growth and learning. The work evidences the following 
command term in the portfolio pages: Evaluate.

Criterion B Film reel (4) Mark 4/4

Comments

The film is in black and white, and camera framing and movement are appropriate to the role 
chosen. The candidate has been careful with light and balance to enable a cohesive edit of 
the images. Colour motif of the red dress within the black and white frame is inspired by Sin 
City and handled well. There are strong moments of achievement in the film clip that indicate 
a sophisticated level of proficiency in the role.

Film production role 3 Editor  

Criterion A Portfolio pages (4) Mark 4/4



Film teacher support material 2

Commentary

Comments

The pages explain the research that has been undertaken, which along with the identified 
inspiration, has led to the formation of filmmaker intentions. An effective balance of written 
work and visual evidence indicates there is an accurate and relevant understanding of the 
editing role. While this is not a complete evaluation of the work, other portions of these 
pages do indeed embed evaluation, and given the other moments of excellence, this does 
not detract the candidate reaching the top mark band. The work evidences the following 
command term in the portfolio pages: Evaluate.

Criterion B Film reel (4) Mark 4/4

Comments
The work is indeed guided by the filmmaker intentions and shows capable production skills 
which are applied in a clear and suitable manner. The work demonstrates a solid level of 
proficiency in the chosen role. 

General 
commentary 

This film portfolio offers a true balance between written and visual 
evidence as was clearly the intention of the student. Although 
there are errors, this portfolio leaves no doubt as to the candidate’s 
filmmaker intentions, ability and creativity as a young filmmaker. 
The reel is mature and offers good variety and clear examples of a 
candidate experimenting and learning new skills. This is an excellent 
example of a strong portfolio. 

Total

Mark
23/24


